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SUMMARY
—

Large models of the Mark V and Mark VI floats used by
the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, for single-
float seaplanes (.N.A.c.A. models 41-A and 41-3, respec-
tively) were tested in the N.A.C.A. tank to provide gen-
eraltest data for typical single floats and a basis for
possible improvements of their form.

,
The tests were made

at fixed trim angles over a wide range of possible load-
ings and also free to trim at the design load. N.A.C.A.
model 35-B, a pointed-step hull that might he suitable for
the same service, was tested free to trim with the same
load and position of the center of gravity as used in the
tests of the Mark V and Mark VI floats.

.

The resistance of model 41-B was greater_ than that of
model 41-A either when free to trim or at the best trim
angle for each. The resistance of model 35-B was less
than either of the other models at the hump speed, greater
at intermediate planing speeds~ and less at the speeds and
loads near get-away, although the spray was generally
worse owing to the absence of transverse flare. .—

The results of the fixed-trim tests of model 41-A
were cross-plotted to o%tain data at the angle for zero
trimming moment and at the best trim angle. These data
are presented in nondimensional form for use in take-off
calculations involving various float sizes and loadings,

The trims assumed by models 41-A and 41-B, when tesi-
ed free to trim, were found to he excessive at the hump
speed. The corres onding trim of model 35-3 was found to
be approximately 38 lower because of the lotier a=gle of
afterbody keel used in this model, and the maximum hump
resistance was 15 percent lower. A small hydrofoil fitted
at the second step of model 41-A reduced the maximum trim
about 2° and the maximum resistance 9 percent.
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INTRODUCTION o
:.!..’. . ,,.

. ... .J

A combination of a co”riireht”i’on-&I‘fuselage and a sePa-
rate flotation system is widely used for small seaplanes.
This arrangement provides sufficient water clearance for
the wings ,and.propeller without t’he departures from con-
ventional landplane design found in small flying boats and
makes possible the ready con’+er~ion “o”flandplanes into
seaplanes, or vice versa, In the United States, commer-
cial and private operators.gene”ral%y prefer to use twin
floats, replacing the two wheels; the Navy appears to fa-
vor the single float under the fuselage, with wing-tip
floats providing lateral stability.

Although the twin-float system is preferable in many
cases in whi+.such factors as eas”+ of access, when the
seaplane is moored out or alongs”idea floating dock , and
counter.action:of, engine torque “are .of prime importance,
the si~gle-float system has inherent” advantages, particu-
larly when,the “seaplane. must operate in rough water. The
structure connecting. the central float and -the fuselage is
lighter and stronge,r. In single-engine seaplanes the cen-
tral position ,o.f,t.hq.float affords” more protection for the.
propOlle&.” ~~~he single-float arrangement is O%VIOUSIY e.as-
ier to, catapult. a,nd has been considered (reference 1) to
be more maneuverable on the vateti, Practice has shown
that for the same seryioe a single-float system may have a
smaller tot-al buoyancy and the floats a smaller length-
beam ratiol resulting in a further savin~-in we”ight and
air drag.

.

r

In ’accordance with a request of the Fureau of Aeronau-
tics, the investigation of possible improvements in the
forms of single floats has been included in the research
program of tk9 Committee. As a part of this investigation,
N.A.C.A. models 41-A and 41-B, representing respectively
the Mark V and Mark VI floats developed %y the Bureau of
Aeronautics, Navy Department, and used successfully in
servioe, have been tested in, the N.A.C.A, tank to deter-
mine their wa,t,er.perforrnance. The results .of these tests
provide data for estimating the take-off per’f”orrnan”ceof
simi~ar floats over a wide range of loadings and for com-
parisons with future designs.

●

Because the thrust moment of flo”at seaplanes around
the center of gravity is usually small, free-to-trim tank
tests of float models are more truly indicative of perform-” ●
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ante at low speeds than similar tests of flying-boat hulls,
which are subjected to high thrust moments. Free-to-trim
tests showed that both 41-A and 41-B models assufie~ exces-
sive trins at low speeds, which resulted in high resis%~

.—

ante and an undesirable flow over the afterdeck during
take-off. ..-

For the purpose of obtaining a lower trim angle at “
the hump speed, a small hydrofoil was fit,t=d--on mod61”-”41-A
,just abaft the second step and the model was tested free to
trim with seveyal snail variations of the position of the
hydrofoil,. A comparison has also teen made with the re-
“sults of- free-to-trim tests of N..4,C.A. model 35-B, whicX-”
has a deep pointed step, zero angle of a.fterbody keels and
a relatively low angle of trim at the hump s-pees. ‘-

.

DESCRIPTION OF FLOATS AND MODELS

The afterbodies of models 41-A and 41-3 are identical.
The essential differences in the forebodes are shown in
figures 1 and. 2. In model 41-B, the forebody keel and but-
tock ,lines of the ylaning bottom rise more sharply, the low
is extended forward., and the plan form o-f the chine is
slightly fuller. The sections at the step aro at”mo”stthe
same in both models, model 41-B being slightly lower at the
chine. l?orward of the step, the bottom .sections df model
41-A consist of straight” ”lines”at the’keel and circular
arcs at the chine to give a transverse flare”. The corre-
Spending sections of model 41-B are finer, e-xce~t at the
-bow, and consist of curved lines faired to a narrow hori-
zontal flat at the. chine. The sections above the chines
are radii in bet-h models.

The hydrofoil placed at the second step of model 41-A
in an attempt to improve the free-to-trim characteristics
is shown in figure 3. Its dimensions are as foTIows:,. . —...

Model Yull sf~e--- —-

Chord, in. 3/4 2-5/8
Thickness, in. 1/16 7/32
Span, in. 3-3/16 11-5/32
i)ihedral, deg. “26.0 26.0
Section:

Upper surface, circular arc
Lower surface, straight line

..-.—
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The full-size dimensions and Particulars of the floats correspond-
ing t“c--t-hemodels tested are as fo~lows:

N.A.C.A. model

Bur. Aero. float
designation

Length over-all

Beam

Depth

Dead-rise angle,
at keel

Dead-rise angle,
including flare

Center-of-gravity
location, above
keel

Center-of-gravity
location, for-
ward of step

Submerged dis-
placement (sea
water, 64 lb./
Cu.ft.)

Design load

Design get-away
speed:

Trim at reet

Linear ratio,
full size to
model ~

Mark V

22 ft. 2-3/4 in.

3 ft. 6 in.

3 ft. O in.

26°

22-1/20 -

7 ft. 1-31/64 in.

1 ~t. 6-5/8 in.

7,050 lb.

3,800 lb.

89.5 f.p,s.

3° 30!

3.50

41-B

Mark VI

23 ft. 2-1/8 in.

3 ft. 6in.

3 ft. O in.

26°

21-1/20

7 ft. 1-31/64 in.

. . .

l.,ft.6-5/8 In..,,

,,. . .

7,300 lb.

3,800 lb.

89.5 f.p.e.

2° 561

3.50

35-B

-.

22 ft. 4-in”.

3 ft. 7-1/2 in.

,

25°

no flare

7 ft. 1-31/64 in.

3 ft. 5-5/16 in.

.

r

-.

3,800 lb.

89.5 f.p.s.

5° 481

3.35
*

,
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Xodel 35-B is one of a series of pointed-step hulls
having high length-beam ratios and large angles of dead
rise developed by the Committee for use with flying boats,
It was used in the present tests to obtain an indication
of the application of the pointed-step formto the design
of single floats. Its form is shown in figure 4 and a
general test of it is described in reference 2.

The scale for the enlargement of model 35-B “to full
size was chosen to make the model represent a full-size
float of approximately the same size and structural weight
as the Navy floats. The full-scale height of the center
of gravity above the keel was also made the same. The
longitudinal position of the center of gravity was about
,the optimum for free trim at low speeds found by prelimi-
nary runs in the tank. The resulting trim at rest is high
because the form was not designed for the high position of
the center of gravity found in floats.

The three models were made of mahogany and smoothly
finished in the usual nanner with grey pigmented varnish.
The offsets from which model 41-A was constructed are
given in table I and those ofr model 35-B are given in ref-
erence 2. In view of the inferiority of model 41-B, its
offsets have been omitted,

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The N.A.C.A. tank is described in detail in reference
3. This tank is particularly suitable for testing large-
scale models of seaplane floats because of the high speed
of the towing carriage.

The towing gear, shown diagrammatically in reference
4, consists of a rigid frame suspended by steel tapes fore
and aft and free to move vertically. The model is attached
at a pivot point corresponding to the center of gravity of
the complete seaplane and may be set free to pivot about
this point or be locked to measure trimming moments at any
desired angle. The load on the model is adjusted by coun-
terweighing the suspension or by applying lift from a hy-
drofoil device running in the water at scme distance from
the model. The linkage transmitting the resistance force
to the dynamometer is so arranged that the reading is un-
affected by the vertical position of the frame.

‘.”
,,
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General tests.- Models: 41-A and 41-B were tested by
~he .g~=ral.:met.hod at several fixed trim a,n”glesto deter-
mine their~esistance and trimming moments over all ,load-.
ings thought tu be applicable. For these. models the rang@
or- trim’angle was” ext”ended to include not. ::ply’the best
trim angle for each speed. and load ~ut.also the” angle for
zero trimming moment at the lower speeds.

The net resistance and trimming” moments. obtained from
the general ,tests were cross-plotted against .trirnangle
,for,a large number of selected speeds. Trom these cross
plots rn.in$mum resistance; bOst trim tingle “(trim angle” cor-
respond~g to.minimum resistance) , h%mming moment, at best
angle, angle for zero trimming moment, ‘and resistance at
zero t-rimming moment were obtained for each load and speed.

With the carria,ge at rest the stat.tc trimming moments
and drafts were obtained over a range of loadings corre-
sponding to that used in the tests?. For wide departures
from the design load, however,. the upper part of the .
floats would be ~ltered t.o‘maintain the proper surplus .
buoyancy.

.-.

I’ree-to-trim=sts,- “Force,m$~~urements were made with
the models free to trim at const’ant speed up to 60 percent
of the get-away speed and accelerated runs were made over
the, entire speed range..t,oobserve general behavior and
stability. In these fbsts, thi models” were counterbal-
anced so that their centers of gravity coincided with the
pivot point. During .the,runs the lo-ad,was automatically
adjusted by-t.he.’hydrofoil device to correspond to the de-
signed,load and get-away speed with constant angle of ati-
tack of the wings. Frequent photographs were made during
runs at constant speed and the behavtor during accelerated
runs was recorded by a motion-picture canera.

During the te,st of model 41-A .thetail ,~ydrofoil -
shown in figure 3 was “attached and “its effects on resist-
ance, trim, and flow were found fgr severa~ angles of at-.
tack and for two vertical positions of the hydrofoil.

,:

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

General Tests ●

,.

Or~inal data.- The resistance and trimming moment 8
-.——

for m~~el 41-A at all speeds, loads, and trim angles thought
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to apply are plotted against speed in figures 5 to 11. In
these figures the trim angle 7 is the inclination of the
model %ase line to the horizontal. The resistance in-
eludes the air drag of the model. The trimming moments
are referred to the center of gravity shown in figure 1
and include any aerodynamic moment on the “float. Motients
tending to raise the low are considered positive.--

A comparison of the original data of models 41-A and
41-B shows the latter model to have grea-ter resistance qi
practically all loads, speeds~ and trim-angles. The dif-
ferences in maximum trimming moment at the hump are small.
Because of the extensive duplication of data involved, the

s original and derived data from the tests of model 41-3
have been omitted.

The discon%inuities in “the resistance curves indicate
the points in, the speed range where the water breaks clean-
lY from the chines an-d s-t-epsand the model begins to plane.
The transition is more marked at low trim, angles and the
speed at which it occurs increases with increase in load.

The drafts plotted in figure 12 for variou_s angles of
trim are the distances from the free-water surface to-the
keel at the main step. These curves define the vertical
position of the model throughout the speed and load rangk
tested. They appear to “be of minor importance, howe-ver,
because at present there seems to be “no prac%ic-ai applica-

..— .—- .—

tion of them and the actual contour of the water ar”ound
the nodel varies considerably from that corresponding- to
the free-water surface.

Derived data.-.———_ Tlie characteristics at the trim angle
for zero trimming moment and at ‘the ‘b”esi“t%im angle ob- “
tained from cr’oss plots of figures 5 to 11 are plotted in
figures 13 to 15 in a convenient form for use in take-of?”
calculations. The coefficients ar> nondimens~oiiai. and are
based on Froude~s law of similitude. They are defined as
follows:

Speed coefficient, cv=—
&b

Resistance coefficient, CR = w+ :-—-=.--=

ALoad coefficient, CA = –~
Wb

—

!!rimming-noment coefficient, c~~=. M
;p
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T is speed, ”f.p. s.

R, resistance, lb.

- A, load, ‘lb.
..

,.-.
M;, tirimrnin”gmomenti,” 1~..-ft. .“.., :,. .“.-

. . ,.
-b,“,maximum learn or “float’,ft...

g? acceler’ai ion of.gravity, 32.2,”ft./eec. a

w, specific weight of water,.”lb./cu.ft. ,
usually ,t~,ken.as.,64 l.b.!/cu.ft. ,for sea water.: ,$ ‘ ‘ ,.,

. . . .
Any’ consis$e’nt: system of units,,rnay b~ employed in place of

‘ those g~v”en. The’.mater in the N.A. C.A. tank had a specif-
ic weight ofl..63”.5~during the-se t“est.s.”
.’

The applicatto”n of the data.at be~t trim angle to cal-
culatie-total resfstanc”e,.fo”r,t:le“best take-off i.sas fol-
IOWS: A ‘series of. s~’eed,~oare chosen corrbspo~ding to the
Cv parameters in” figu,rQ 1,4 and ,to t-he assumed size, (beam)

of the float. .The ,.seaplp-neis assumed..to Be at the angle
,for minimum.wat.er resistance throughout.the run and an ap-
proximate value of thi.sbest. trim angle is read from fig-
ure 15 for each, .valu.o,of ..CV. The. ag,gle of”attack of the
wing” is then the sum of this angle: and. the angle of wing
se-tti.ng; the lift coefficient is obtained from curves of
the aerodynamic characteristics of the.seaplane modified
to. include the. ‘Iground effect!! caused-by the proximity o“f
the water. The:air dras,of the float should be.deducti~
as-it i.s included in CR. From the calculated wing lift,
the’ load on “the water a’nd ;CA are found. “’With this value.,
of CA, a more”accurate value “of the best trim angle can

be read from figure 15 and the procedure repcated~ tie
value of CA from the soc.ond appro#@mat,ion is usually suf-

ficiently accurate for use in obtaining the corresponding
CR from figure 14. From CR and the drag coefficient

excluding t-he hull the total resistance is t-hen calculated.
The trimming moment at best trim angle is obtained from
figure 15.

.

For the -calculation of total–resistance at zero trim-
ming momen:t the,tri.rn.,ang.leand, CR are r?ad”.from figure

.

.,
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13 in place of the data at best trim angle. The original
data of figures 5 to 11 may be ,u&ed to obtain performance
at any constant trim angle, say 5° or 7°. — — .

The curve of trimming moments at rest against trim
angle may be obtained from figure 16 for any displacement
within the load range tested. ‘TJliiscurve-m=~-he corrected
for other positions of the center of gravity. ~he trim at
rest , which is the trim giving zero trimming mOment , and.
the draft at the main step, from-the lower curv6s &f fig-
ure 1S, define the position of the load watei line.

Cormarison of resistance at best trim an~le.- The re-
sistances of models 41-A, 41-3, and 35-B at be- trim an--
gle and for various loads and speeds are compared in fig-
~;~el~:) (The curves for model 35-3 are taken from r6~er-”

It is seen that the differences in resistance
coefficient between models 41-A and 41-B are negligibleat
very low speeds as..well as at high speeds and light loads,
where the wetted portions of tlie””fo~ebod.ies are practSc&l-
ly the same. At the hump sp-eed the resistance coefficient
of model 41-B is from 4 to 6 percent higher than that of
model 41-A. The.general “superiority of model 41-A is at-
tributed to the fact that the fore”;ody .keel”afid buttock
lines in way of the planing bottom are generally lower
than those of model 41-B, as indicated in figure 1.

!!!hehump resistance of model “3,5-Bis less than that
of the other models and occ’urs at a slightly lower speed
coefficient . The resistance coefficient at lhwer planing “
speeds is slightly greater. At the light loads near get-
away speeds, however, it is narkedly snaller, presumably
%ecause of the increased afterbody clearance obtained in
this form.

Free-to-!i!rim Tests

C&mparison of form= testedg- !Che free-to-trim charac-
teristics of the models at the designed load’ are shtiwn in
figure 18, In this figure the test result’s have been con-
verted to the corresponding, full-”scal”e va~ue-s to m-ake them
directly comparable. The rise is the ve>tic-al distance of
the center of gravity above its position at rest.

Here again, the resistance of model 41-B is greater
tha”n that of model 41-A’, the increase at the hump speed
being about 6 percent. The maximum free-to-trim angle of
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modol 41-A is-about 5° higher than its corresponding best
trin angle from figure 15. Thd hump resistance of nodol
35-B is approximately 15 percent less thtin that of model
41-A principally because tho froc-’trim angle given hy the
point-ed-step form withlow anglo of’aftorbodY keel is near-
er to the best trim angle.

,..

Eff-ect of tail hydrofoil.: The effect of the tail hy-.-—.——__
drofbil at the se~nd’ step—~ reducing the excessive free-
“trim angle of-model 41-A is shown in figure 19. As the
angle of attack of the hydrofoil is increas-ed, the trim
,and resistance at the hump speed are decreased but just
before”’the discontinuity” where planing begins the resist-
ance ‘is increased. Hence, from the standp6ini of resist-
ance, the’ bes,t hydrofoil setting” appeared to “be about 16°,.
up from the”model “base,,’line. Incr-easing the vert~cal dis-
tance ,below ‘the’float produced no further improveacmt.
l?ron the curvbs it is concluded that “a hjulrofo~l of thg
size tested will reduce the:maximurn trim about 2° and the
hump resistance, about 9 percent,.

*

General behavior and spray.-_Iluring runs at constant. ———..———.—.— —
s’peedi.the afterdecks of models 41-A and*41-B were immersed
a~: speeds slightly below the po,int-where the chines became
dry. The flow over ihe rofinded decks during. this condi-
tion “gave rise to “an undesirable yawing and skidding tend-
ency that persis.tad, howover, over only a very narrow
range of speed, and”.ivasozily slightly apparent during accol-
eratod ,runs. “At ‘constant speed, the reduction i.ntrim
given by the tail hydrofoil was tiot sufficient to correct
this condition. It is.not believed to be serious, how-
ever, as no mention of it was made in the repor”ts of serv-
ice trials of ‘seaplanes fitted with the “Hark V flQats.
The afterdeck of model 35-B remained dry at low speeds
and it is kelieved that because of the lower free-trim an-
gle it would not be su’bmerged’even if”rounded like that of
models 41-A and 41-B.

A ver”y high roach, which would wet tail surfaces in
the usual position, formed aft of all tho models just be-
fore tho hump speed. In the accelerated runs] this column
of water appoarod, reached its maximum, and disappeared in
a very short timb but nevertheless ~i~s cl.carly,presont.

.

~iodel 35-B was directionally unstable at the speed
just’ before its chines-became” dry, a characteristic of
this model that was noted. in refe”Yence 2. The tendency to
swerve was more pronounced during-accelerated rubs than

.

.-

.
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b

the similar tendency caused by the flow over the after-
decks of models 41-A and 41-E. This tendency has %een
partly coiltrolled by spray strips and it is believed that
a transverse flare incorporated in this form will reduce
the magnitude of the side force “KY naking t-he cui?ved sides

.-
,

of the pointed step run dry earlier and that the tendency
would be almost unnoticed in practice because of the very
narrow speed range over which it acts..

—

It was “quite evident during the tests that transverse
flare at tune chine is very desirable for floats. . At the
lower speeds there is, of course, a large amount of spray
from the for.e~odies hocauso of tho heavy loading co-iii-pared
with tkL6 team and over-all size of tha floats. This spray
was Sr-oatest in the case of model 35-3, principally because
of the absenco of tro,nsversc .flaro ‘in its setit”io”n.sover tho
planing bottom. At high speeds, the spray rapidly thinned
and all tho E,odcls ran cleanly in the smooth-water condi-
tions reproduced in the tank. —

.,

Photographs of the spray fron model 41-A, with and
without the tail vane, modal 41-2, and model 35-B are
shown in figures 20 to 22. , The how pictures show very lit-
tle difference ‘Detween models 41-A and 41-3 bat indicate
that the reduction in trim effected by the tail hydrofoil
might reduce the height of the spray slightly. Whea the
difference in scale of tho models is taken ~ntO account,
model 35-B appears dofinitoly worse as tested, but it is
believed that transverse flare would effect a considerable
improvamcnt in its spray characteristics. The stern pic-
tures show tho roach formed aft of the models but the com-
parisons a%o complicated by the fact that it forms.at
zlightly different speeds for each model~

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Connaitteo for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., March 2, 1936.

..—
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TABLE I .-

Offsets for H.A.C.A. Model 41-A Single Float (Inches)

Sta-
tion

.—-—

F.P.
1
2
3.
4
5
6

7~1/2

8~1/2
9

10,F.
10,A.
11
12
13
14
15,1?.A
15,A.
16
A.P.

‘7Dis-
tance
from

i

F.P.
——

0.00
1.00
2.13
3.25
5.50

10.00
14.46
19.03
23.52
2L.00
32.50
37.00
42.68
42”.68
46.00
53.68
61.36
69.04
71.75
‘71.75
74.29
76,21

——.

Iigtance fr

Keel

.————-

2.43
5.72
7.06
7.86
8.79
9.68
.0.00 ‘
.0.16
.0.25
.0.29

!
.0929
9.36

!
5.90
5.73
4.88
$

3.93

hine

2.43
2.79
3.25
3.63
4.29
5.32
6.14
6.74
7.15
7.40
7.55
7.68
7.81
6.44
6.04
5.35
4.93
4.73
4.91
4.06
3.85
3*93
-———-

n ba:——

3eck

-—

2.43
1.50
1.00
.74
.47
.22
.11
.03
.00

1
.ox
.02
“.15
.54
.72

● 97

-——

) line——-
!an-
;ent
of
;lare
.——-

3.75
4.43
4.86
5.57
6.54
7.14
7.61
7*91
8,13
8.27
8.36
8.43

——.

Half-breadths,———

Ciiine

—
angent’
o r.P.
2.46
3.36
3.93
4.64
5.32
5.61
5.78
5.88
5.93
5.98
5.99
6.00

5.90
5.25
4.05
2.39
1.68

1000

‘an-
;ent
of
‘lare
———

1.13
1.72
2.06
2.57
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Figs. 5,6
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Figure 18.-Comparison Of free-to-trim characteristics at
3,800 lb.gross load. e.g.above keel,7’13Ve4”.



Model41-A; V= 13.8f-pa%: r=1205°

Model 41-A with hydrofoil; V=13s8 fsp.s.; T= 9.70

Model41.-B; V= 13.6 f.p. s.: r= 12a8°

Mbdel35-B; V= 1400fopos.; r= 9.8°
Figure20.-Photo@aphs of spraywithmodels free-to-trim.
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Model41-A: v=l&5

Model41-A with@&ofoil:

Model41-B: V=15.O

L

1 Model 35-B: V= 15e2

I

rig.

fop.%; 7=13.7*

v= 14.9f.p.s.: ~ = 11.%

f.p.so; T= 13.6°

f.p.s.; 7= 10.3*
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Figure21.-Photographsof apr~ withmodelsfree-to-trim.
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Mbdel41-A; V=17

Model41-A withhydrofoi

‘.6

,1:

Modela-B; v= 17.3

f.peso: r= 13.s

V= 17.7f.p.so: ‘r=11.7°

f.p. so : T= 13.~”
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MOd913S-B: V= 17.4f.p.s.: 7=10.8°

Fimme 22..Photographsof apr~ with modelsfree-to-trim.


